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The Maritime Education and Training in the Tunisian Naval Academyhas

existed since 1978.
Though the academic programme is very high, not enough attention

is

paid to international obligations.
The purpose of this project is to highlight someminor adjustments

that are needed to complywith international

standards.

In view of

the present situation prevailing in the system, there is an urgent
need for revision.
Myown experience

supported by the knowledge gahrn during my two

years of study at the world Maritime University has allowed me to

introduce someconcepts governing maritime education and training.

It has allowed me to recognise unfullfilled

requirements of the

above concepts.

However, since I am, as yet, uninvolved in the national

system of

maritime education and training in Tunisia, looking into it from

outside, I find it imperative that these concepts be adapted to the

actual determining factors of the present system.

Nevertheless,

the concepts mentioned in this paper are valid; they should be kept
available and be updated whenever need arises to suit any future

requirements.

In my overview on recommendations and conclusion,

steps to fullfill

these obligations.

I have given certain

Dependingon the approval of the

authorities concerned, this project could optimize and support these
changes.
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As early as 1966, the Merchant Marine School in Sousse was established,

and the training scheme at that time was only designed for merchant

marine officers in the lower grade certificate

of competency. The

intake of students into this programme,required less than the

"baccalaureate" level.

In 1976, the authorities

decided to upgrade this scheme to a higher

level needed for the National Merchant Fleet.

Due to this change,

higher level of students obtaining the "Baccalaureate Certificate"
was recruited.

However,because of the limitations

in the teaching facilities

and the constraints

and equipment including inadequate staff,

the students were required to complete their studies in France under
bilateral

agreements.

when the need for a trained navy personnel

was felt by the Ministry of Defence,
Ministry of Transport,

in conjunction

with the

the Tunisian Naval Academywas established

in 1978.

The primary aim and objective of this change was to introduce the

first and second class certificates
engineering.

of competencyboth deck and

An agreement between the Ministry of Defence, the

Ministry of Transport, and the Ministry of Higher Education con
cluded that entry into this programme should have "Baccalaureate

Certificate" level as a prerequisite.

Also in the same year the

Standards of Training, Certification,
Convention was established.

and watchkeeping (STCN1978)

Dueto the socio-economical factors and other constraints

it was

fe]t that full Compllance to the STCWshould be met at a later

stage.

The purpose of this project is to highlight the necessity and the bene
fit as to why the STCHshould be included in the National Training
Programmes. The introduction

minimuminternationally

of the STCH78 Convention provided

recognised regulations to be observed in the

operation of ships of various sizes and trades with the requirements

and outline syllabuses for the issue of certificate

of competencyto

masters. chief engineers, deck and engine marine officers.

The paper begins by presenting Tunisia and its early history.

the

economybasis, educational system, merchant fleet and its Maritime

Administration.

It also discusses the existing shipping industry and endeavours to

briefly describe the Governmentparticipation
tructure.

This project outlines

in its maritime infras

someof the parameters necessary to ensure

appropriate efficient and effective training programmesin order to

achieve international standards and obligations.
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Tunisia is the smallest of the three countries that comprise the "Maghreb"
of North Africa.

It forms a wedge of territory

between Algeria and Libya.

163,610 square Km. in extent

It includes the easternmost ridges of the Atlas

Mountains but most of it is low-lying and bordered by a long and sinous

Mediterranean coastline that faces both north and east.

(1600 Km.)

Ease of access by sea and by land from the east has favoured the penetration

of foreign influences and Tunisia owes its distinct national identity and its
varied cultural traditions to a succession of invading peoples: Phoenicians,
Romans, Arabs, Turks and French.

Recent census results indicated that the population has reached almost 7.5 m.

At its closest point to Europe, Tunisia lies 144 Km.across the strait

Sicily from Italy. Situated strategically

of

where the Sicilian channel links

the western with the central Mediterranean and close to the site of ancient
Carthage, Tunis combines the functions of capital

and chief port.

east coast both Sousse and Sfax provide modern port facilities,

On the

as does

Bizerte on the north coast.

The official

language is Arabic which is almost universally understood, and

there is a small Berber speaking minority.

second language. Islam is the State religion,

French is widely used as a

and almost all of the inhabi

tants are muslims. There are small minorities of Christians and Jews.

The climate is temperate on the coast, with winter rain, but hot and dry
inland.

Temperatures

annual rainfall

in Tunis are generally

between 6°C and 33°C. Average

is up to 1,500 mm. in the north but less than 200 mm. in
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the southern desert, where extremes of temperature and wind are characteris

tic and vegetation is comp1ete1yabsent over extensive tracts.

Early History:

The history of early Tunisia and its indigenous inhabitants,

the Berbers,

is obscure prior to the founding of Carthage by seafaring Phoenicians
from Tyre (in present-day Lebanon) in the 9th century BC. A great mer

cantile state developed at Carthage (near modern-day Tunis), which
proceeded to dominate the western Mediterranean world.

The great

Carthaginian General Hannibal engineered the monumental trans-Alpine
assault on Romein 211 BC, and inflicted

costly

losses on the Roman

Empire until driven to suicide in 183 BC. Carthage was eventually
captured by Romeand burned to the ground at the culmination of the
Punic wars in 146 BC. The Romanssubsequently

rebuilt

the city,

making

it one of the great cities of the ancient world. with the decline of
the RomanEmpire, Tunisia fell

successively

to Vandal invaders during

the 5th century AD, to the Byzantines in the 6th century, and finally
to the Arabs in the 7th century.

Thenceforth, Tunisia remained an in

tegral part of the Muslimworld.

In the 9th century, the governor of Tunisia, Ibrahim ibn Aghlab, founded

a local dynasty nominally under the sovereignty of the

Abbasid caliphs

of Baghdad. The Aghlabids conquered Sicily and made Tunisia prosperous.

In 909, the Fatimids ended Aghlabid rule, using Tunisia as a base for

their subsequent conquest of Egypt. They left Tunisia in control of the

subordinate Zirid dynasty until the 11th century, when the Zirids rebelled
against Fatimid control.

The Fatimids unleashed nomadic Arab tribes,

the Banu Hilal and Banu Sulaym, to punish the Zirids,

a move resulting

in the destruction of the Zirid state and the general economic deciine
of Tunisia.

In the 13th century, the Hafsids, a group subordinate to

the Almohaddynasty based in Morocco, restored order to Tunisia.

f°“"°°d 3 Tunisian dynasty that. from the 13th century to the 16th,

They
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ade Tunisia one of the flourishing

regions of North Africa.

In the

beginning of the 16th century. however, Spain's occupation of impor

tant coastal locations precipitated the demise of Hafsid rule.
In 1574. the Ottoman Turks occupied Tunisia,

appointed by the Ottomanruler.

ruling it with a dey

The dey's lieutenants,

gradually becamethe effective rulers,

the beys.

in fact if not in name. Ulti

mately, in 1705, the bey Husayn ibn' Ali established

a dynasty.

Successive Husaynids ruled Tunisia as vassals of the Ottomans until
1881 and under the French until 1956, the year of Tunisia's

(the dynasty was abolished in 1957).

independence

During the 19th century, the

Tunisian dynasts acted virtually as independent rulers, making vigorous
efforts to utilize

state.

western knowledgeand technology to modernize the

But these efforts led to fiscal bankruptcy and thus to the es

tablishment of an international

commission made up of British,

and Italian representatives to supervise Tunisian finances.
rivalry between French and Italian

interests

French,

Continued

culminated in a French

invasion of Tunisia in May1881. A protectorate

was created in that

year by the Treaty of Bardo; the Convention of La Marsa (1883) allowed

the Tunisian dynasty to continue, although effective direction of affairs
passed to the French. French interests

invested heavily in Tunisia,

and a process of modernization was vigorously pursued; at the same time,

direct administration in the nameof the dynasty was gradually expanded.
The Tunisians, in turn, supported France in world war I.
The beginnings of modern nationalism in Tunisia emerged before the out

break of the war, with hopes of greater Tunisian participation

in govern

ment fired during the war by pronouncements such as the Fourteen Points
(1918) of HoodrowHilson.

when these hopes were not realized,

Tunisians
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formeda moderate nationalist

grouping, the Destour ("Constitutional")

party. Dissatisfaction over the group's poor organization led, in
1934, to a split;

the more active members, led by Habib Bourguiba,

founded the Neo-Destour Party.

France

responded to demands for

internal autonomywith repression, including the deposition and
exile of the sovereign Munsif Bey.

On 23 August 1945, the two

Destour parties proclaimed that the will of the Tunisian people
was independence.

But the French still

held firm. In December

1951, they again rejected a request by the Tunisian Government

for internal autonomy. The situation

amongthe French colonists

worsened when extremists

launched a wave of terrorism.

on 31 July 1954, French promised the bey internal

Finally,

autonomy. After

long negotiations accompaniedby considerable local disorder, a
French-Tunisian convention was signed on 3 June 1955 in Paris.
On 20 March 1956, France recognised Tunisian independence.

Economy:

Tunisia's development record in recent years has been fairly impressive,
with the capital

income reaching more than U.S. $1,000 by 1981 and U.S.

$1,500 by 1983.

However,the rate of economic growth has fallen sharply:
annual growth in GDP, at market prices,

after recording

of 13% - 20% between 1977 and

1980, there was a stepdrop to 5% in 1981 and to only 0.3% in 1982.
In 1983 the economy picked up again,
GDPat market prices

with GDPgrowth of 4.5%.

Total

was TD 3,888 m. in 1983. compared with TD 3,720 m.

in 1982, according to estimates by the Banque Centrale de Tunisie.
1983 the agricultural
manufacturing

sector contributed

In

about 12% of GDP, energy 11%,

14% and Tourism 3%.

Agriculture and mining are the bases of the economy.

2.1

Agriculture:

Abouttwo-thirds of the total area of Tunisia is suitable for farming.
Harvests vary considerably in size, determined by the uncertain rain

fall. since cultivation is largely by dry fanmingand irrigation is,
as yet, limited.

The chief aoricultural products are wheat. barley,

maize. oats and sorghum.olives. grapes. dates. oranges. citrus fruit
and figs grown for export as well as for the local market.
In recent years Tunisia has been importing increasing amount of

cereals, as local production has failed to keep pace with popula

tl°" growth. During the 1960s the agricultural

sector grew at

°"1y ab°”t 1-51 PETyear. but exceptional weather conditions and

imp'°V°dl'Tl93tl0n in 1971/72 resulted in excellent agricultural
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fields

and during the fourth plan period (1973-1976) good weather,

except in 1974, led to an average annual growth rate of 3%.

The (1977-1981) plan envisaged annual growth of 3.5%, whilst the
(1982-1986) plan called for annual growth of 5%. In 1982 the onset

of drought reduced the agricultural
and cereal imports rose steadily,

The government's agricultural

sector's

share of GDPby 10%,

reaching TD 124 m. in 1983.

policy reflects

is to achieve self-sufficiency,

several concerns: one

to save on expensive food imports and

a second is to reduce regional imbalance by developing rural areas.
Since the early 1970s Tunisia has made some progress towards the

diversification of crops, mechanization, irrigation and increased
use of fertilizers.

The World Bank is supervising the overall plan

for a massive water development programme, which includes the

construction of a numberof dams for irrigation

and flood prevention.

At present some80,000 ha. of land are irrigated.
that the maximumarea for potential

ha., most of it in the north.

irrigation

It is believed

is more than 200,000

A study is being undertaken of

underground water resources in the Sahara.
The fishing industry employs about 30,000 people.

Sfax is the main

center of the industry. which is being expanded with government
encouragement and some foreign aid.

The total

catch reached

67.000 tons in 1983. Tunisia exports fresh fish, crustaceans,
molluscs and sponges.

The government has set up two institutions
of investment

in the agriculture.

to address the problem

The Agence de Promotion deg
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Investissements Agricoles (APIA) was created in 1982 to channel

funds into productive projects,
cash crops.

notably the development of new

In early 1983 the Banque Nationale de Developpement

Agricole (BNDA)was set up to ease investments in this sector.

2.2

Minerals:

Phosphates and petroleum are the principal minerals and together
provide not less than 25%of export revenue.

Minerals are the most important foreign exchange earners. Tunisia

is the world's fourth largest producer of calcium phosphates.
which are mined mainly from six large deposits in Central Tunisia.

Phosphatesand phosphatic fertilizer,

taken together, are Tunisia's

second most important export.

Aboutthree quarters of phosphate out-put is still
phosphate rock but production of triple

exported as

superphosphate (TSP) and

phosphoric acid has increased dramatically in the past few years.

Plans to develop “down-stream"industries are still

being studied.

A vast investment program for the processing of phosphates is now

under way and will enable the country's annual production of ferti
lizers to reach 7.5 m. tons.

Intensive exploration for petroleum has been carried out in Tunisia
since the discovery of hydrocarbons in neighbouring Algeria.

The

Tunisian government took a 50% share in the El Bonna (in southern

Tunisia. near the Algerian border) Operating Companywhen petroleum
was found in 1964.

In 1968 Tunisia's second oilfield

came into operation at Douleb,

_ 13 

200 Km north of El Borma. This field

is operated by a joint

French-Tunisian company. Other fields

include Tamesmida, on the

Algerian border south-west of Douleb (1959) 300 3lh'3t
al-Itayem,

3"d 5191'

both of which began producing in 1972.

Important new finds off shore at Ashtart.

East Of Sfﬂx 1" the

gulf of Gales, nowaccount for about one half of Tunisia's total

output.
NewTunisian oil fields are being developed from which the Isis

field is the largest, with estimated recoverable reserves of 20 m.

barrels.

Tunisia's reserves of natural gas are estimated to

85,000 m. cu. m. output of natural

and manufactured gas was

441 m. cu. m. in 1983.

Production of iron ore has steadily declined since independence,
when it was more than 1 m. metric tons per year.

Output was

310,000 tons (gross weight) in 1983 compared with 400,000 in 1981.

The ore's iron content is approximately 53%.

Lead is mined in the northern coastal region, and zinc in the north
west.

Tunisia could produce 100 tons of “green-cake" uranium per

year by 1983/1984 on completion of a purification
Company.

About 90% of the salt

produced

plant by a French

by COTUSAL(320,000

—

350.000 tons per year) is exported chiefly to Japan.
2.3

Industry:
During the Period of 1973-75 plan, the industrial

sector grew by

7.4%. In 1977 the sector grew by only 4.2%. mainly because of a
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sharp fall in agribusiness and the food processing industry.

Tunisia's traditional

reliance on petroleum has not prevented

the development of a thriving industrial

fromthe traditional artismactivities,

sector.

and the creation of "downstream" industries

phosphate reserves.

This has grown

such as textile and leather,
based on the country's

In the 19805, according to official

plans,

the industrial sector should expand further because of the prospect
of

reduced petroleum production and the need to create new labour

intensive outlets

to combat the growing problem of unemployment.

External Trade:

Exports are heavily dependent on mineral and agricultural

products

and thus on the success of harvests and the conditions of world
commodity markets.

Tunisia's main imports are machinery, crude petroleum (grades not

produced locally) and petroleum products, iron and steel,

sugar

(raw and refined), wheat, vegetable oils and fats, electrical
machinery, vehicles, timber. raw cotton and cotton yarn.
The main purchasers of Tunisia's

goods are France, the USA, and the

Federal Republic of Germany.

France is the largest exporter to Tunisia, followed by Italy, the
Federal Republic of Germany. the USAand Spain.

Tunisia has a persistent

trade deficit

with the EEC. EECmember

countries account for around 60%of Tunisia's

its exports.

imports and 60%of

Education S stem:

Rooted in the French educational tradition,

the school system consists

of six years primary cycle followed by a secondary program consisting

of a three-year lower cycle and a four year upper cycle of study in

academic or technical fields of concentration.

More than 80%of school

age children receive education for between 10 and 12 years.

Paralleling the commoncycle of secondary schoolis

a terminal three-year

vocational cycle leading directly to employment. Higher education is
provided by the Universities
a numberof specialized

of Tunis, Sousse, Monastir and Sfax or by

institutions.

The 1958 Basic Law of Education

makespublic education free at all levels and available to all, regard

less of race. sex, or religion.
Private schools follow public-school rules on curriculum and staffing.

Theyare financed chiefly by their sponsoring organizations and enroll
ment fees, although they receive some government assistance.

Relatively

few in number, they are most numerous in Tunis.

Primary and secondary schools hold classes six days per week during a

three-semester school year that commencesearly in October and ends late
in June.

The government sees education as a vital

key to socio-economic

modernization and regularly devotes from one fourth to one third of its

national budget to school costs.

In the late 70's the current expendi

tures allocation to education represented more than 30%of the total,
one of the highest in the world.

In an effort to democratize education and make schooling available to
children whomight not otherwise attend a school, the government finances
the °°5t °f 5Ch°°‘ 5UPDlies. clothing and meals for the needy; and it
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maintains liberal scholarship and financial assistance programs.
In order to meet its heavy commitmentsin the educational field,

has received outside financial and technical assistance.
Bank has also extended several educational
30%of the children

loans.

Tunisia

The World

In 1956 only about

of primary—school age and 10%of those of secondary

school age were enrolled in schools.

By 1982 these proportions

been raised to about 89%and 55%, respectively.

and the total

had

enrollment

at primary and secondary schools was equivalent to 70%cf the school-age

population.
From$977 greater emphasis was placed on scientific
ing.

and technical

school

Ranking high among the goals of the school program has been an

improvementof educational opportunities
70,000 girls

for girls.

and young womenwere enrolled

between 1957 and 1982 female enrollment

In 1956 only about

in schools of any kind, but

rose from 30 to 60%of the total.

All of the secondary as well as the primary classes are now coeducational.

Instruction is bilingual but courses conducted in French are gradually
being switched to Arabic as suitably trained teachers and text books
becomeavailable and as new syllabi

are prepared.

First-year courses in primary school are taught entirely in Arabic, but
French is introduced in the second and third years and additional classes
in French are added in the upper years.

At the secondary level. in general French is used for mathematics,

science and technical subjects.
In Tunisia as elsewhere in the Maghrib, efforts
practical

are being made to stress

subjects needed by the developing economy.
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Thecountry's first university,

the University of Tunis, was founded

in 1960by the consolidation of several existing institutions.

one of

these is the faculty of Theology and Religious Science which was for
merly the Zituna University,

founded in 1283 and a renowned center of

Islamic Studies, one of the few to survive amongmany founded during
the Middle Ages.

Most of the University classes are taught in French, although teaching
is in Arabic in the faculty of Theology and Religious Science, the
Department of Arabic Law, and the Department of Arabic Language and

Letters.
In 1976, the Ministry of Education announced plans for a decentraliza

tion of higher education aimed both at lessening the concentration of

students in the capital city and at developing facilities
training

for the

of technical cadres in the regions where they would most be

needed.

Adult illeteracy

declined from 62% (males 48.9%; females 75.2%) in 1975

to 53.5% (males 38.9%; females 67.7%) in 1980.

Overall approximately 80%of the Urban population is considered literate.

For the most part Tunisia has relied principally on its expanding regular

school system both for the reduction of illiteracy
Soonafter independence. however, the institute

and for adult education.

for Adult Education

commencedto offer literacy and education programs in special centers.

Literacy classes were also established for workers by business entreprises,
by the armed forces.

and by the National Federation of Tunisian women_

Most of these brief courses had been established immediately after
inde

' '
pe nd ence as tra1"1"9
Centers h""‘ed]y

_
assembled to prepare nationals
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for jobs vacated by the departing Europeans.

courses of study in basic literature
Ministry of Social Affairs.

Other programs included

and child care offered by the

In addition, increasing use was being

madeof television as a means of teaching basic literacy skills

and

such subjects as history, geography, accounting, and family planning.

Nowadaysthe television's

lessons prepare students in final year classes

of primary and secondary schools to upgrade their knowledge in subjects

such as mathematics, physics, and literature

in order to face competitive

examinations at the end of the academic year in June.

During the years immediately after independence a shortage of teachers
sometimes made double shifts

in classrooms necessary.

After 1973, how

ever, it was apparent that the numberof teachers available had been

brought up to the need for personnel,and Tunisian teachers

preside over

nearly all of the classes, irrespective of the language of instruction.
At the university level, a numberof expatriates is still

needed, complete

Tunisification of this level remains a goal to which muchpriority

being attached.

is
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ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM - 1976
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Based on information from Tunisia, Secretariat
“Tunisia Moves Ahead, Tunis, 1976, p. 280
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H i g h e r

of State for Information,

?
Merchant Fleet:

established in 1958, operates a

Tunisia's Modest Merchant Fleet.

freighter service principally to French ports in the Mediterranean Sea
and Northern Europe ports in the Atlantic Sea. The two major state
owned shipping companies are the only Tunisian ship owners.

4.1

Compagnie Tunisienne de Navigation:

This Companyis the principal

(co, TU, NAv_)

shipping firm with 17 ships. whose

services cover Hamburg-Antwerprange to Tunisian ports and ro/ro

operations from south France to La Goulette.

4.2

Gabes Chimic Transport:

This Companyis a subsidiary of industries

chimiques.

It is

concerned with the carriage of bulk chemicals with a fleet of
five chemical tankers and an LPGcarrier.

Shipowning League (Vessels over 1,000 grt.)
Position

1985(84)

.

Shipowner

A

No.

Grt

Dwt

_

(;Ear:§e

%

Share

State
1 (1)

Cotunav

2 (2)

Gabes Chimie

Total

17
6

23

122 593 168 060

9.7

73.21

64 663

6.1

26.79

167 450 232723

8.7

100.00

44 857
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The Port Authorit

:

As it is stated in the creating Legislation Act (Lawof 1965) the Port

Authority is a public institution

having an industrial

character, endowedwith juridical

personality and financial autonomy

and commercial

called the "Office des Ports Nationaux“.

Its purpose is to assure the operation, maintenance and expansion of

the national ports including pilot and towing services, lighting and
beaconagewithin harbor limits, police and patrolling of the piers and

water surface area, operation of railtracks and in general all other

operations related to the entity's purpose.
Ports:
The port ofTunis-La Goulette is the principal gateway for the country.

It handles about one fifth of Tunisia's port cargoes, over two million
tons of general cargo, and over 300,000 passengers per annum.

The entrance from the Mediterranean is at La Goulette, not far from the

ancient port of Carthage.

However, with the development of the railroad

system and government and commercial activities

centered at Tunis, ten

kilometers west, a ship canal was dredged thereto,

in 1893 from La Goulette

along the margin of a shallow lake.
The ten-kilometer

canal had a depth of only 7.5 meters and had to be

maintained at heavy expense.

The government of Tunisia reluctantly

came

to the conclusion that the port development for the Tunis-La Goulette
complexwould have to be shifted to La Goulette as an alternative

to the

excessive costs of shipping operations, the difficult

maintenance of the

Tunis basin and the connecting canal.

now Tunis port

still

However, until

can serve ships with a draft up to 5 meters,
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Tunis port has five quays comprising ten berths.

At La Goulette the

north basin provides general cargo quays and a ro/ro container termi

nal; the south basin has grain, ore and phosphate facilities.

A new

container-ro/ro terminal is being built on the south, and it will likely
avoid future congestion of the port.
Another Tunisian port, Bizerte, on the north coast, is somewhatsimilar
to Tunis La Goulette in geographic configuration

with a waterway leading

from the Mediterranean to a large and rather deep hack on which was loca
ted the former French Naval Base and dockyards at Menzel Bourguiba.

Bizerte is of less importance as a general cargo port than Tunis La

Goulette, but it achieved great importance for bulk petroleum as the
site of a new refinery put into operation in 1964.
Bizerte main port consists of a quay of 500 m. and 9 m. depth, specialized
mooring for molasses exports with 7.6 m. depth, grain mooring of 8.5 m.

depth with a 20,000 ton capacity silo,

cement berth and iron ore mooring.

At Menzel Bourguiba there are two tanker berths for vessels

and 18,000 DHT. Facilities

of 50,000 DHT

are being up-graded to allow for berthing of

150.000 DWTtankers.

To the south of Tunis-La Goulette, along the Mediterranean coast (170

miles, by road) lies the port of Sfax, serving as an outlet for the olive
oil and phosphates of the southern part of the country.
breakwater enclosed basin of 10.5 m. depth.

This is a

It consists of 23 berths

of 2800 m., including oil and chemical terminals, quays for salt,

Ph°5Phate and F0/ro berths and general cargo facilities.
f

.

.

.

°°“‘t‘e5

_

_

Additional

at the P0/ro berth will be operational next year.
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Sousse, lying about mid way between Tunis La Goulette and Sfax, is a

part of similar construction than Sfax but smaller in size and trade.
South of Sfax, La Skhirra, where an oil storage depot came on stream

in Novemberthis year.

The 1.9 m.b./d. capacity Farm provides four

teen storage tanks and is the first oil products storage and transit
depot on the North African coast.

Between 50 and 60 vessels are

expected to call each month at the 2 Km.jetty.

Further south, Gabes port which is to be given a face-lift,
of the latter

extention

is considered, where two new quays are to be built for

tugs and small craft.

Gabes already has seven general cargo and bulk

berths, one ro/ro berth, tanker and liquified gas terminals and facili
ties for phosphates, sulfur and ammoniaimported for the chemical plants,
which upgrade locally-mined phosphates.

Gabesa major export port for phosphates.

Current development will make

Additionally an industrial

complex linked to production at the El Bormaoil field will provide the

port with a variety of chemical exports.
In the extreme south of Tunisia, construction

industrial port at "Zarzis".

has started on a new

The long-term aim is to produce potassium

sulfate for export and to integrate Zarzis into the local phosphate
based chemical industry for production.

The job involves 11.5 m.n.

cubic metres of dredging and 1.9 m.n. cubic metres of earthfill,

to be

done. and the construction of breakwaters and quays.

Important oil finds off shore at Ashtart, east of Sfax in the gulf
of Gales have facilities

which include an oil terminal with SBMfor

Vessels Wﬁto 150,000 dwt and for tankers of 70,000 dwt.

A scheme to set up a shipbuilding

by the national authorities.

concentrating initially
of up to 10,000 dwt.

yard at Menzel Bourguiba was examined

A phased approach was adopted.

It is

on small construction of small fishing vessels
There are already some small ship-repair

yards

and four docks at Menzel Bourguiba, around which a larger building
industry could be based.

SOCOMENA,
the Tunisian corporation

nical and ship-repair activities,
and facilities.

Plans to increase turnover include a contract with

Korea Maritime Consultant C0, KOMAC,
involving the provision

nical assistance and transfer.
years and initially

to train

of tech

The agreement will last for eleven

will involve KOMAC
providing work drawings for ten

patrol boats in\fibreglass
engineers

for mecha

is actively marketing its services

and the secondment of thirteen

the SOCOMENA
workforce.

Korean
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The maritime administration is under the auspice of the Ministry

responsible of MaritimeAffairs.

Within the territorial

waters, the

functions of the maritime administration are exercised by the local

maritime district.

The organization and the lead role of the mari

time administration are fixed by treaty of the Ministry of Maritime

Affairs.

Outside the national waters the Consular Authority shall

be entrusted to do so.

Overthe national coast there are districts

and maritime stations; the

limit of responsibility and the numberof stations and districts

are

fixed by a treaty of the Ministry of the Merchant Marine.

Briefly, the objective of the Tunisian Maritime Administration is to pro
vide the governmentwith machinery to enable it to efficiently

under

take those functions which are embodied within the Merchant Shipping

Legislation, mu the implementation of the requirements of internation
al maritime safety conventions to which Tunisia is a party.

Such

Administration is also responsible for the different surveys and

certification of ships, training and examinationand certification
of masters and officers, crew matters and registration
6.1

of ships, etc.

Organization:

There is a specific Ministry of External Affairs and Ministry
of Transport, they hanmonize the implementation of the respec

tive national policies relating to both external trade and
Shipping. The status of the officials

of the Merchant Marine

Department is defined as the following:

6.1.1

Director

6.1.2

The Maritime Transportation

a.

Subdepartment:

Auxiliaries and agency services:
- Control of economical situation.
- Elaboration of provisional budget and

financial situation.
- Control of activities

and approved budget.

- Harmonization between agencies and auxiliaries.
-

Settlement of dispute between agencies and

customers.

- Updating of every activity

relating to those

agencies.

b.

Port and traffic services:
- Control of affreightment of foreign ships.
-

Visas for demands, conventions, agreement

between Tunisia and foreign states.
- Relation with maritime conference.

- Control of delay cost.
-

Elaboration and modernization and development

of port and cargo handling societies.

- Recordand statistic
6.1.3

of traffic and ports.

The Maritime Navigation Subdepartment:

a.

The marine personnel service:

- Settlement of disput arising from labour condi

tions. manning, wages, collective agreement

and arbitration procedures.
- To participate in elaboration of the status of
merchant marine disciplinary act.
- Crewmatters ie, hygienic, medical fitness,

welfare.
- Elaboration and coordination of training prog
ramme, updating and refreshment courses.

The fleet and naval equipment service:

- Registration of ships.

- Certification.
- Maritime mortgage.
-

Maritime wreck.

- Pleasure craft and fisheries.
- Record of ships.

- Supervise the statutory funcitons delegated to

Classification Societies.
- Ships construction and repairs.

- Control of ships‘ transactions.
The safety of navigation services:

- Elaboration, formulation, control of all matters

pertaining to the safety of navigation.
- Control of ports and harbours handling equipment

- Survey of ships.

- Certification.
- Formulation of rules and safety technical measures.
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Maritime salvage operations.

control/prevention/combat of marine pollution.
6.1.4

The Maritime Legislation

a.

Subdepartment:

The legislation services:
Elaboration and updating of legal texts of the

subdepartmentactivities.
Elaboration and regulation of maritime labour.
The assessment of taxes and fines.
To ensure a special committee to deal with

different matters of maritime legislation.
b.

Maritime control services:
Control and enforcement of the regulations

relating to maritime transportation field.
Control of agreement between owner and seamen.

Ensuring the application of provisions embodied

in the merchant shipping legislation.
Control of sea traffic

in navigable waters and

continental shelf activities.
Removalof any deffects affecting the organization
and the normal operation of ports and related

agencies.

c.

The international relation services:
To study together with the legislation services
and all organizations concerned, the enforcement

of international laws and coordinate their imple

mentation into national legislation.
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- To broadcast the documentation arising from

international organization and to collect
the points of view of interested services.
- To prepare the Tunisian participation
international

conferences

in the

such as UNACTAD,

IMOand IL0 activities.

- To update the texts and documentations.

6.2

Any Course for Life Boatman, Fire Fighting,

There is neither statutory institutions

Etc.

dealing with those various

courses nor the frame work within which the training
and funded.

is provided

This is important because of the expensive equipment

neededand also the shortage of the availability

of expert staff,

particularly for the highly specialist areas such as tanker
cargo care/handling,

safety courses, radar simulator,

advanced

fire fighting, etc.
In spite of the aforesaid difficulties

there are someacknowledg

ments for the endeavour, being made by the officials
companies;

of shipping

when they are facing a problem of how to put a well

trained crew on board certain specialized
in order to handle certain

categories of ships,

types of materials and equipment which

need a certain minimumof training and adaptation.
5° far these Problems are (as far as I am aware to say so) resolved
by the adaption of same such as the following ways:

6.2.1

The formulation of purly theoretical

advanced course

on fire fighting training. or
6.2.2

The training on survival craft in using the life
saving appliances of certain scrapped ships, or

6.2.3

The broadly adopted system, is to send the personnel

to a recognized center of training generally arranged
with France to deal with fire fighting and restrained

radiotelephonist certificate, etc.
This latter

system worked very well so long as the traditional

technology covered all the requirements.

However,difficulties

began to rise as the need increased for "hands on" training on

specific advanced discoveries of equipment such as:
Crude oil washing, inert gas system, tank cargo care/ handling
of chemical / oil gas ships.

The training became, therefore, more costly.

Broadly thinking

this problem will be more accute than it has been when the STCNcon
ventioncane into force on 28th April 1984.

6.3

Procedure and S stem for the Issuing of Certificate

of Competency

to Merchant Marine Officers:

Someaspects relating

to the decree of MTC74/862 of 11th Sep

tember 1974 as amended by the 12th of December 1983 decree.

6.3.1

First Class Master Certificate:
Longcycle certificate:

48 months of sea going services during which not less

than 24 months as sea going foreign officer.

Master mariner.

6.3.2

SecondClass Master Certificate:

Meancycle certificate:
48 months of sea going service during which not less
than 24 months as mate.

Master on board of cargo ship/passenger

ship of not more

than 5500 GRTengaged on home trade.

First mate of any

6.3.3

ship.

Master Near Coastal Voyage:

48 months of sea going service during which not less than
24 months as mate.
Master on any

cargo ship of not more than 1600 GRT

engaged on near coastal voyage.
First mate. any

6.3.4

cargo ship of not more than 4000 GRT.

First Class Mate:

Longcycle certificate:
18 months as sea going foreign cadet.
First mate. cargo ship of not more than 1600 GRT.

Mate. any

6.3.5

cargo ship.

Second Class Mate:

Meancycle certificate:
18 months of sea going service during which not less
than 12 months as cadet on home trade.
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First mate, cargo ship of not more than 400 GRT.

Mate. any

cargo ship.

Navigational Hatch Mate:

36 months of sea going service.
Mate. any

cargo Ship

First Class Chief Engineering Officer:

Longcycle certificate:
36 months of sea going service during which not less

than 24 months as sea going foreign officer.

Engineer chief officer,

any cargo ship and passenger

ship.

6.3.8

Second Class Engineering Chief Officer:

Meancycle certificate:
36 months as sea going service during which not less

than 12 months as officer.

Chief engineer,
Second engineer,

Officer,

6.3.9

any

any cargo ship of not more than 8000 HP.
cargo ship of not more than 10,000 HP.

cargo ship of not more than 20,000 HP.

First Class Engineering Officer:

Longcycle certificate:
12 months as sea going service.
Second engineer.

every ship of not more than 10,000 HP.

Officer. every cargo ship of not more than 20,000 HP.
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6.3.10

Engineering Rating:
24 months as sea going service.
Chief engineer,
Second engineer,

Officer,
6.4

cargo ship of not more than 400 HP.
cargo ship of not more than 750 HP.

cargo ship of not more than 1000 HP.

Rules and System for Manning National Ships:

Decree of 74/101 of the 16th of November 1974 relating
regulation

to the

of work on board, the minimummanning requirements

and the personnel to be involved in ship's operations.

6.4.1

Preliminary Dispositions:
The present decree applies to every person registered in
crew register

book on board ships of 300 GRTand over.

The captain and pilot and doctors or other persons exclu
sively employed for medical purposes are excluded from

these categories.
The service on board is divided into two categories

respect of ship's position:
- Sea service.

- Port service.

On Duty:

The nonnal service starts
captain

from the time fixed by the

and between 5 AMto 8 PM.

in
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The overtime shall not exceed twelve hours daily, unless
in case Of extreme emergency.

A collective

agreement may be established to evaluate any

remuneration or special idemnity of extra work subject to
be involved.

6.4.3

The Manning of Ships:

The sea service constitutes

a permanent service during

which a required number of crew shall ensure without

interrupting the conduct of the ship and without pre

judice to its safety and the cargoes carried on board.
During the sea service, the crew is separated into

deck, engineering and general service personnel.
On board a ship of 500 GRTand over the navigational

watch shall be ensured by at least one officer and deck

rating while the engineering watch shall be ensured by

at least an officer.
Onboard a ship with high technical characteristics
which a periodical

to

unmannedengineering watch is allowed,

the Ministry responsible for maritime affairs grants this
authorization by a reduction in crew number, provided that

there is a minimumnumberof certificated

officers

to

ensure the ship's operations.
The maritime authority may request the addition of one

extra crew numberin respect of technical characteristics
°f Ship. a voyage duration,

the nature of work and

wheneverthe safety is to be effected.
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6.4.4

The Duration of Work and Control:

The manning and duration of work is ensured by the mari

time authority,

the control may take place before or

during the construction of a ship.
A form of the organization

work of any crew member is

made by the captain and posted in a conspicuous place

after its adoption by the maritime authority.
The captain shall let the maritime authority knowabout

any change to the ship's organization.
The captain shall record any work subject to overtime as
well as the name, rank or the seaman and the number of

hours.

On board

every ship, the radiotelephony shall be

operated by a qualified

crew memberhaving at least the

"radiotelephony"restrain certificate.
On board

every ship, the radiotelegraphy watch keeping

shall be operated by a certificated

radiotelegraphy officer

according to the radio regulations.
Any ship of 500 GRTand over and engaged on long interna

tional voyage shall have a specialist
and two qualified deck ratings.

fire-fighting

man

C H A P T E R

TUNISIA
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During severe] years prior to the creation of Tunisian training insti
tutions for seafaring personnel, most of deck/en9l"9€Tl"9 °fflC9'5 were
trained in French naval academies. This is important because of the

expensive equipment needed for "hands on" training,

the lack of avail

ability of expert staff particularly for highly specialist areas such
as examinations, simulator programmes, etc.

By 1976, the decree 76/135 of February 1976 relating
and duties

to the lead role

of SOUSSEMerchant Academy which was created

because of the

increasing amount of the technical contents needed to be covered and the

increasing numberof seafarers and maritime technicians.

In commonwith the French system over the years Tunisia

system of certification

and examination.

so long as the traditional

had adopted a

This system worked very well

written and oral examination covered all the

requirements. However,difficulties

remained in the need for training

on specific equipment.

In 1978, as the country needed military navy skills,

the Ministry of

Defence thought of opening a combined academy which would train

merchant and military

navy personnel,

both

so an agreement was reached with

the Ministry of Transport and the Academywas established

in 1978 and

the legislation act put into force in August 1984.

As in my paper I will be dealing with merchant navy training

only, the

legislation act including both trainings, articles related to military
”°VYtraining as well as those not of interest

ever’ the ""mbe'l"9 Of articles

will be skipped.

How

will be kept as given in the original

version which is in French language.

Legislation Act:
Published in the (Tuesday 7th - Friday 10th of August 1984) Journal

Officiel de la Republique Tunisienne as decrees related to
the Ministry of Defence:

Decree No.: 84-851 on Organization

of the Naval Academy

Decree No.: 84-852 on Organization

of Studies at the Naval Academy

1.1

General Organization:
Art. 1

The Naval Academy is under the Ministry of Defence
which lays down:

- All operating matters with regards to education.
-

Development plans of the Academy.

-

Internal regulations of the Academy.

The Ministry of Defence is assisted by a consultant
organ called "The Council of Directors of the Naval
Academy".

Art. 2

The Minister of Defence or his representative

presides

over the Council of Directors (Chairman).

The Council of Directors consists of:
- The quarter - master general of the naval army;
-

The Commandantof schools in the Ministry of

Defence;
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_ The Director of Personnel and Education in the

Ministry of Defence;

- Tworepresentatives

of the Minister of Trans

port and Communications;

-

The Director of the Merchant Marine Administra

tion;
- Tworepresentatives

Art. 3

of the National Navigation;

-

The Commandantof the Naval Academy (reporter);

-

Invited person if any appointed by the chairman.

0n educational matters, the Council of Directors

is assisted by a specialized organ on studies and

conceptions, called programs of Instruction Tech
nical Committee.

Art. 4

The Technical Committee is in charge of studying

and proposing:

- Studies organization.
- Programsof Instruction and their modifications

(credit hours...).
- The profiles of students.
- The profiles of lecturers and their following-up

(evolution of career).
- Examsorganization and lay-out of their modalities.

- Pedagogical inspections and their organization.
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Art. 5

The Technical Committee consists
-

The quarter

of:

- master general of the Naval Army

(as chairman);
- Tworepresentatives

of the merchant marine

(members);
-

The commandant or the deputy commandant of the
Naval Academy (members);

- The Director of Studies:

Academic Dean

(as

reporter).
The Technical Committee meets at least once a semester

after decision of the chairman.

The President may invite anv person which proves to

be useful for the matter to be dealt with.

1.2

Organizational Structures:
Art. 6

The Naval Academy is under the command of a general

officer

called

"The Commandantof the Naval Academy".

The Commandantof the Naval Academy directs

establishment within the framework laid

the Minister of Defence.

He is assisted

the

down by

by a

Deputy-Commandantand a Director of Studies.

Art. 7

The Commandant and the Deputy Commandant are appointed

by the Minister of Defence.
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The Director of Studies is nominated conjointly
by the Minister of Defence and the Minister of
Transport and Communications.

Art. 9

The Director of Studies, chosen amongthe principal

officers of the Merchant Marine is in charge of the

general organization of studies and their progress.
The Directorate of Studies includes:

- A Scientific

Art. 10

and General Education Department.

-

A Maritime and Technical Education Department.

-

A Programs Department.

-

A Training Department.

Each of the departments mentioned above is headed
by a Chainnan, chosen among the Navy Army Officers

or amongthe Principal Officers of the merchant
marine.
The head of the Scientific

and General Education

Department is chosen among the higher education

professors.
Art. 11

The nomination procedure of the heads of departments

is laid-down by regulations on proposal of the
Ministers of Defence and of Transport and Communi

cations.
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Art. 12

0n matters related to training,
rams,

assisted

exams, and prog

the Commandant of the Naval Academy is

by a council called

"The Naval Academycoun

cil",<wer which he presides and that consists of:

-

The Deputy Commandant.

- The Director of Studies.

- Tworepresentatives of the corps of lecturers.
-

The heads of departments.

-

One officer

of the Naval Academy(reporter)

The president may invite any person which proves

to be useful for the matter discussed.

The Naval AcademyCouncil meets each time the pres

ident

Art. 13

decides to do so.

A disciplinary

council presided over by thecommandant

of the Academyis set up to look after cases of

misconduct by students.

Art. 14

The Disciplinary Council consists of:

-

The Commandant of the Academy (Chainman).

-

The Deputy Commandant.

- The Director of Studies.

- Tworepresentatives of the lecturers‘
appointed by the Commandant.

corps
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-

Art. 16

One officer

of the Naval Academy(reporter).

The permanent personnel of the Naval Academy, other

than those of the Ministry of Defence, are in the
position of being seconded to the Ministry of Defence
(Naval Academy).

2.

Studies:

2.1

Entry Reguirements:

Art. 10

May apply for admission to the Naval Academy, the

candidates which fulfill,

in addition to those

provided by the law No. 76-65 of the 12th July

1976 relating to the higher education, the follow

ing conditions:

- To be medically fit
- To be certified,

for

navigation.

with a Baccalaureate in Tech

nical Sciences or Mathematics (high-School

Certificate).
- To be Tunisian citizen.
-

To be between 18 and 23 years old.

- To be single.
-

For those who are under age, to have a legal

authorization by the father or the tutor.
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Art. 12

Students shall sign two obligations:
a.

A contract to the profit of the Tunisian
Armyduring the years of study at the Naval
Academy.

b. A contract to serve for

at least

ten years

after graduation, either to the profit of the
Ministry of Transport or to the profit of any
organism pointed out by this department.

Art. 13

The duration of the academic year at the Naval
Academy is eleven months.

2.2

Scheme of

Studies:

Art. 1

The studies

at the Naval Academy are carprised of two

terms of duration:

Art. 4

a.

a long term

b.

a medium tenm

The two terms mentioned above consist

trunk.

of a common

of four years duration which includes two

cycles of two years each.

The first

Cycle. during which the student receives
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instructions, where scientific,

technic and general

knowledge predominates

The second cycle, during which the student receives

instructions,

where professional knowledgepredomi

nates.

Each year of this commontrunk includes more than the

studies ,

Art. 5

a period of sea service.

Each of the terms mentioned above comprises two

options:
-

"Deck" option

-

"Engines" option

The students choose one or the other of the two op

tions at the time of their enrollment into the Acadeny.

Art. 6

Students‘ orientation

towards the long term or the

mediumtenm is based on the exams’ results

obtained

at the end of the second cycle and towhich the merchant

marine criteria

is applied, on one hand, and the

expressed needs by this latter for each of the terms,
on the other hand.

Art. 8

The long term

comprises,

in addition

to the common

trunk. a third cycle. divided into two phases,
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including:

- The first,

a practical training on board a

merchant ship, which duration is two years.

- The second, a complementary theoretical

studies

at the Naval Academy, for a period of one

year.

Art. 9

The medium term

trunk,

comprises,

in addition

to the common

a two years period of specific complementary

education.

- Oneyear of effective sea service.
-

One year of maritime formation (Deck or Engines),

depending on the specialization

2.3

of the student.

Awards of Diplomas:

Art. 20

The cadet officers

who succeed the commontrunk

at the end of the studies‘ exams, receive the
Naval Academy Officer

Diploma and are awarded

the Second Class Midshipman Rank.

In addition,

they receive, depending on the term they were

f°‘l°Wl"9; According to Art. 6.

1.

Long Tenm:

- Either the first class maritime navigation
lieutenant diploma, or
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- The first class engineer lieutenant
diploma.
2.

Medium Term:

- Either the second class maritime navigation

lieutenant diploma, or
- The second class engineer lieutenant diploma.

Art. 21

The long term students,

who succeed the third cycle

at the end of the studies‘ exams receive, depending
on the option chosen:

Art. 22

-

Either the first class captain diploma, or

-

The first class engineer officer diploma.

The medium term students,

who succeed at the end

of the studies‘ examsof this term, receive
according to the option chosen:

2.4

-

Either the second class captain diploma, or

-

The second class engineer officer diploma.

Staffing:

Art. 16

The teaching staff at the Naval Academyincludes:

a)

A permanent staff,

recruited:

- Either amongthe military personnel of the
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Ministry of Defence, who are affected
by the Academy, or

Second staff,

amongthe Ministry of Trans

portation personnel or the Ministry of
Higher Education and Scientific

Research

Personnel, or other departments.

part-time personnel, comprising:
Lecturers to assure for a given period of

educational missions.

These are recruited

by the decision of the Minister of Defence

in conformity with the regulations into force.

Foreign experts, recruited according to
bilateral

Art. 18

agreements between governments.

The programs of studies

at the Naval Academyare

laid out by a joint resolution of the Defence and
Higher Education ministers.
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PREREQUISITE:

BACCALAUREATE

Deck or

(

First

Engines

(1 year Academy + 2 months at sea)

General

Education

x 2 =

Cycle E

Second Cycle ((
(

lllyear

Professional
Education
Academy
+ 2 months
at sea) X 3 =|

EXAMS

I

Long Term

1st Class Lieutenant
Deck or

Engines

.
2nd Class
Lieutenant;
Deck
or Engine

5 D1p]°ma

Third( 2 years at Sea +
Cycle( 1 year at the Academy

1st Class Captain
or Engineer

Medium Term

Diploma

Third
Cycle

( 1 year at Sea

Diploma

+

( 1 year Maritime Formation

2nd Class Captain
or Engineer

Diploma

C H A P T

E R

INTERNATIONAL

IV

OBLIGATIONS

General

Tunisia‘s human resources are abundant; and even economists of

late have come to believe that national economic development is

closely linked to humanresources development.

Dealing with the maritime sector, the lead role and primary

Iggnnﬁbﬂityin harnessing such humanresources and utilising
them appropriately

to maximumnational advantage in the shipping

field, including benefits to the national seafarers themselves
and the national shipping industry,

have to be assumed by the

government.

The main reasons for that are:

a.

In the interest of the country's maritime development it
is the national government which has to:
i.

make the assessment as regards the manpower needs

ii.

plan for and ensure the availability

in the maritime sector,

of such

manpower, both in quantity and quality,

iii.

the optimumutilisation

and

of such manpowerto national

advantage.

b.

The national government is in the best position to:

1.

monitor international developmentsaffecting its

(existing and/or future) marine personnel,
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ii.

seek and avail itself the opportunity to influence
in its favour, to the maximumextent possible,

developments, through international

such

fora and support

from other governments and bodies with commoninte

rests.
iii.

evaluate such developments when they emerge finally,
and

iv.

adopt policies compatible with national interest.

The National Governmenthas international

regards International

obligations

as

Maritime Conventions which it has

to meet, including international

standards for the compe

tency/proficiency of its seafarers.
Shipping is an international

industry.

The maritime labour

from the country maybe subject to international

pressures

in various forms, and the Government is better equipped

than the shipping industry and the national seafarers them

selves, to deal with such pressures in the context of national

interest.
The political.

social and economicphilosophies of the

Governmentas regards labour matters in general are also

boundto affect maritime labour (seafarers) in spite of

the latter's special characteristics.
It is the National Governmentwhich has to ensure that the

National Merchant Shipping Law. applicable to the national

marine personnel (seafarers),

is such as to suit their
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extra-ordinary working/living environment.

Bearing in mind the aforesaid, the roles, responsibilities
functions

and

of the government as regards the marine personnel

needs to cover essentially

the following:—

I.

Maritime Training

II.

Examinationsand Certification

of Seafarers

III. Manning of Ships and Furthermore Crew Matters in General.

These three items are vital and inseparable links in a chain

which determines the standards of safety and efficiency of the

operation of ships.

Since the weakest link in the aforesaid chain shall determine
the above standards, all the three links ought to be of equal
importance to the government.

To deal with such matters,

the government has to ensure, in

addition to the national requirements, the conformity with rele
vant international law/conventions.
reasons from which:

-

This is backed up by many

The standards established by such conventions are justifi
able on the grounds of safety and/or pollution prevention
and not motivated by other considerations.

The aspect which is so well known and by now so fully

recognised and established in maritime circles that several
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International Conventions on merchant shipping specifically

provide an article or regulation on "Control" by virtue of
which the contracting states are given powers to enforce

the provisions of the convention in respect of "convention

ships" visiting their ports.
It is because ships operate worldwide, which is so very

essential economically and also justified

legally on the

basis of the recognised principle of freedom of navigation,
that they at once furnish the object and becomethe potent

instrumentality for effective enforcementof the interna
tional conventions of merchant shipping.

Thus, even if a

state is not party to an international convention, it has
to complywillinglyvwith the convention regulations to
become acceptable

to members of the maritime community with

whomit has got to trade for reasons of share economics if

nothing else.

To date, IMOhas promoted and introduced several international

conventionsamiother treaty instruments, codes and recommenda

tions of various kinds, all related to merchant ships in terms

of construction. equipmentand operation, in order to satisfy
the well known“twin motto" safer ships and cleaner oceans.

Fromthese. three conventions are important for seafarers:

“International Convention on Standards of Training, Cer

tification
(STCN

78)

and Hatchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978"
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2.

"International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea.
1974" - "Protocol of 1978 relating

3.

to SOLAS74“.

"International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships,

1973" (MARPOL
73) - "1978 Protocol

relating

to MARPOL 73".

These are usually

referred

to as "MARPOL
73/78".

The 1978 STCWConvention came into force

in April 1984 and pro

vides on an international scale, standards for seafarers in terms
of the levels of theoretical and practical knowledgerelated to
the professional understanding and experience, being the require

ments for the certification

of competenceof seafarers.

In view of its great importance and implications in the field

of education of seafarers, the main features of the technical
content of the same annex are described below briefly:

This contains the technical provisions of the convention.

It

is divided into six (6) chapters which deal with the following

subjects:
I.

General Provisions

II.

Master—Deck Department

III.

Engine Department

IV.

Radio Department

V-

special Requirements for Tankers

VI.

Proficiency in Survival Craft
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The minimumstandards and requirements of the convention are

expressed in terms of regulations and appendixes to them.
These are mandatory on all parties to the convention and are

international in their scope and effect.

Nowit is interesting

to enlighten some major changes in the

shipping that led to a new philosophy on the Maritime Education
and Training worldwide and new trends of Ship Manning System.

The research confirmed that the world shipping industry was in

the deepest recession since the 1930's, a situation that remains
unchanged. In spite of the complex and unsettled

nature of the

international shipping situation certain features have become
apparent.

i.

These are:

A huge surplus of tonnage particularly

oil tankers caused

by an overestimation of world trade prospects in the

1970's resulting in record laid-up tonnage.

quent depression in freight rates, with little

A conse

prospect

of change in the near future - in spite of record scrap
ping of tonnage.

The situation

has been aggravated by

the generally unrelieved world economic recession since

the "second oil crisis".

ii.

A drastic reduction since 1979 in the merchant fleets

of most traditional maritime countries (particularly
Britain) and a distinguishable

shift in shipowning and
Shipbuilding to countries in the far east.
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A significant increase in the application of advanced
technology to the building and qaeration of shiP5 Since

the "second oil crisis" in 1979. (Initially

the ship

building industry, responded by producing a class of

ships that have altered the economies of operating ships.
By means of the application

of advanced technology both

fuel consumption and manning have been significantly

duced).

Even though fuel costs have stabilised,

impetus towards the application

re

the

of advanced technology

continues.

A tendency towards reduced manning levels

a.

in:

existing ships by a process of "rationalisation"
(especially

in ships owned and manned by the high

wage developed countries),

a reduction claimed to

enable these ships to operate in the difficult
economic climate;

b.

on new ships by a combination of "rationalisation"
and advanced technology.

A tendency towards progressively stricter
both national and international

legislation

bearing on operating

safety and environment protection.

It is noteworthy that in western Genmany,Japan, the Netherlands

and France projects are currently being undertaken on the ship
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of the future.

These projects are attempts to optimize design,

operations, maintenance, investments and energy consumption

against the criteria of costs. safety. and efficiency.

Maritime Trainin

and Education:

Maritime education and training

is a subject which can be consi

dered from various viewpoints.

It is a subject on which many

feel competent to commentand which can be discussed at length

without arriving at an agreement.

do it as others do it" or

So the education would be, "we

"we have to do it differently

not because we have to be different

but

and copying others shows a

lack of our own imagination!‘ Maritime education and training

is influenced to a great extent by the economy, the society and

the administration and that is whythe first part of this paper
was dedicated largely to these aspects.

we should bear in

mind that the maritime education and training serves the maritime

industry, the country and through this latter

the man or vice

VEPSB .

2.1

The Importance of and the Increased Need for Maritime

Training:
Investigations into marine casualties have shownthat
most of them have resulted

from human failure.

figure frequently mentioned in this context.
even claim a higher percentage of humanfailure

of accidents with ships.

75% is a

Someexperts
as causes
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A close look at the causes of the 75 or more percent

reveals that it is normally not a single failure that
leads to a maritime casualty but a combination of causes.
It can hardly be held that 75%or more of maritime acci

dents have to be attributed
Technical insufficiencies

solely to humanfailure.
may also play a role.

However,

a human involvement in the development of most situations

which lead to accidents has to be noted.

Endeavours aiming at the reduction of marine casualties
must take the humancontribution to the safety of ships

into consideration.

Thus training is of greatest impor

tance and the main answer to unsafety.

There are other

factors in the development of shipping which establish
an increased need for maritime training.

They have re

sulted from the developments in shipping and on ships.
Ships have become faster,

bigger and more numerous. The

amount of dangerous goods carried by sea has steadily

grown. Spectacular accidents of ships carrying such goods

have drawn the attention

of the public to what before

used to be of concern for ships‘ crews and shipowners

mainly.

Today, maritime accidents are no more a matter

confined to those involved in them physically or finan
cially.

They have become of public concern.

Requirements which maritime training

are expected to meet

have been heightened both by the growing awareness of the

humancontribution to maritime accidents and the rapid
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technological

development of shipping which, combined

with economic pressures, make the training requirements

of the past appear partly old-fashioned and ought to

urge responsible authorities and institutions to adapt
maritime training to the newshipboard reality.

2.2

The Framework of Maritime Training;

Maritime training is part of a system.

It operates in a

dependence on and in an interrelationship
parts of the system.

with other

It is influenced by some external

forces.

In most countries, maritime academies (maritime training)

are part of a triangle,the

two other parts of which are

the national maritime administration and the shipping
companies of the country.

In some societies

the Ministry

responsible for Education and Training may also have an

influence on maritime training, in particular if maritime
training is linked to the shore-based system of education
by an academic degree which is issued, in addition to a

certificate

of competency, to those whohave successfully

completed their studies at a maritime academy.

In most countries

maritime administrations have a great

influence on maritime academies. They are usually respon

sible for the safety content of the syllabus for which
the minimumrequirements are derived from international

conventions and for the issuance of certificates
petency.

The most important and most influential

of com
one of
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these is the STCH-Convention.

Influences from administrations

and shipowners on mari

time academies are not necessarily of benefit for mari

time training.

A too strong administrative influence

on maritime training mayresult in a rather stationary
system in which necessary developments are retarded.

Too

strong an influence from shipowners on maritime training

may lead to frequent changes dictated or "sold" as being

dictated by economicpressures.

Maritime training in the

first case falls behind the requirements. In the second
case maritime training may be deprived of the necessary
continuity and smoothness of development which education

and training usually requires for the production of re

sults.
Thirdly. a too intimate connection of maritime training

with shore-based training mayresult in a loss of appli

cability and usefulness of training.

Maritime administration,

shipping companies and maritime

academies work in a framework of conditions

which may

change and may then make an adaptation in administrations

and companies and of maritime training necessary. Safety

standards usually gain attention and importance if a lack
thereof has led to a major or a few major marine disasters.

The state of development of technology of a country in

fluences the qualifications required from its labour force.
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The rapid technological

development in shipping has had

the same effect and has changed the contents of maritime

training syllabi and, prior to this,

had a considerable

influence on the work a shipboard officer

to attend to.

Hardly any qualification

was expected

lies anymorein

the ability to climb a mast, to splice a mooring line,

to carry heavy loads, etc.

Skills in the operation

of machines and mentally demanding activities

have come

into the foreground.

In such general developments, maritime training moves

parallel to changes in societies.

The seafarer today is

to a lesser degree an outsider than before and the soli
tary confinement that separated seafaring from shore-based

professions has - to a considerable extent - disappeared.
Going to sea is no more choosing a different

style of

living but has becomea profession with values closer

to those ashore.

It is part of this growing proximity

between ship and shore that the affinity

of value systems

between ship and shore has grown and that developments
on land have had and have a greater

influence

on work and

life at sea than before.

Thus the triangle administrations

- companies - academies

is closer interlinked with the shore than before.

This

is economically exemplified by the development of container
and intermodal transport

and the owing of shipping compa

nies by banks and other institutions

which are not primarily

interested 1" Shlpping. The three parts of the triangle
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are embeddedinto the state of and are influenced by
the developments in society.

They have to observe the

prevailing economic conditions and to follow the

advances in technology. what specifically

separates

ship safety from safety in most other industries is a
considerable autonomy in the navigation of a vessel and

the nearly undivided responsibility for the safety of a
sailing ship.

A competent crew is of crucial importance

for meeting the responsibilities

which result from such

independence.

2.3

Systems of Maritime Education Adopted Commonlyin The world:

In pursuing

the

relevant two year course in Maritime

Education and Training at the world Maritime University,
I have gained, with the field trips which are an impor

tant part of the curriculum at the University, more
knowledge about systems adopted in many other countries.

In this respect I mention the countries visited while

fulfilling

the requirements of the course:

United States

King's Point

Academy )

Suny

Academy )

State of

)

New York

Coast Guard

Academy )

US S R

Leningrad

Academy

United Kingdom

Southampton

College

France

E.M.M. Le Havre 1 - Inspectorate

)

warsash

general

for Maritime Education.
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Poland

Maritime University

Netherland

Amsterdam

Szczecin

Nautical College/University

of Delft

Nest Germany

Bremen

Nautical College

Hamburg

Nautical College

East Germany

Var ne mﬁnde Academy

Danmark

Copenhagen

Nautical

School

Based on the aforesaid experience I would like to classify
these systems of Maritime Education as follows:

-

The United Kingdom and the Commonwealth countries:

The system is generally based on professional studies

and practically oriented.

-

The European countries

(Nest Germany, Netherland,

France) and United States:
The system is balanced between academics and training

generally three to four years of theoretical studies
recognized by the Higher Education Ministry and an

adequate provision for a sea going period combined

-

together for a certificate

of competency.

The eastem block countries

(Russia, Poland, East

Gennany):

The system relies

on high academics, a provision of
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four to five years of theoretical

studies supplemented

by a period of sea going give a certificate

of competency

and a degree which is recognized by the industry ashore.

with the requirements of the STCHentered into force all
these systems have undergone more or less deep changes.

However, there is no standard of system of maritime edu
cation to date commonlyagreed upon.

There is one feature

the STCHConventions called

for which is very important: the specialized training
courses.

NHthe systems encountered in the world had to

deal with these courses in one way or the other when the
STCN78 came into force.

2.4

The Role and Importance of §pecialized

Training Courses:

Specialized training courses have always been a more or

less used method to cope with new training

cation requirements in shipping.

and qualifi

Several decades ago,

these courses were the preferred approach.
merging established

the

courses for certificates.

first

Their

more comprehensive

Then, for considerable

time, nautical training rested on a coherent basis which

gave little attention to specialized training courses.
It was not before the rapid technological

development had

engendered major changes in shipping, that new training
needs made such courses come to light again.

It is the scattered variety, in quantity and quality,
of today's requirements as well as their continued en
hancement resulting from a growing specialization

in

shipping, which have to be met by additional qualifica

tions.

Certain specialized knowledgeand capabilities

have in many a case to be taught to a restricted

number

of seafaring personnel only. The single certificate
ideal, may then be "supplemented"
by specialized

certificates

which have to be issued in addition.

There is another purpose beside the updating which may

call for specialized training courses: refreshing.

\

It may become necessary after

some time to re—develop

qualifications which are of great relevance to safety.
Both the innovation as well as the repetition aspect,

together with a salient importance of the subject for

safety, allocate considerable significance and urgency
to the identification,

elaboration and implementation

of appropriate specialized training courses.

This makes

such courses the best suitable method to meet emerging

requirements and to bring about change in maritime training.

Althoughthe majority of specialized training courses
are designed to serve a beneficial purpose for marine

safety and the protection of the environment, they do
also in manya case respond to the shipping industry's

needs for increased efficiency as well.

The Updating or refreshing objectives of the courses have
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always to be looked at in combination with the group

of addressees and the type of ship the particular
is aiming at.

course

These may be all officers and all ratings

on all ships. certain officers and certain other personnel
with special responsibility

on all ships or a correspon

ding group of persons but on special types of ships only.

The combination all personnel/all

ships will only apply

for courses the contents of which could alternatively

be

integral part of a syllabus leading to a certain certifi
cate, but are dealt with separately because they are
connected to a central location and combination of equip
ment.

2.5

Specialized Training Courses of the STCNConvention:

The STCHConvention, 1978, calls,

implicitly or explicitly,

in a mandatory or recommendatory form, for the following

specialized training courses

Specialized Training Courses

Sea Traffic Category

Advanced Specialized
Training Courses

1. Bridge TeamTrai
ning and Passage

Planning.

cp/as

2. Radar Simulator

Training

cp/as

3. Shiphandling simu

lator (Large ships
with unusual manoeuv

ring characteristics)

cp/cs

. Automatic radar

plotting aids

cp/cs

Dangerous Cargo Category

. Oil Tankers

cp/cs

. Liquified Gas
Tankers
cp/cs

\l

. Chemical

Tankers

. Dangerous and hazar
dous cargoes

cp/cs

. Oil Tankers

cp/cs

. Liquified Gas
Tankers

cp/cs

. Chemical Tankers

cp/cs

. HumanRelationship

cp/as

cp/cs

Other Categories

10. Proficiency in

Survival Craft

cp/as

. Personal survi
val Techniques ap/as
12.

Fire-Fighting
Course

Note:

ap/as

12. Fire-Fighting Course

cp= Certain Personnel

cs= Certain Ships

ap= All Personnel

as= All Ships

cp/as

The Future of Maritime Training;

It is to a considerable extent in the hands of maritime
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administrations

and shipping companies what will happen

to maritime training

in a country or a region.

The

appreciation of the great importance of maritime training
for "safer shipping and cleaner oceans" (twin motto of

IMO)will lead to higher training standards.

Training

confined to the meeting of minimumrequirements will be

left in a condition that will not enable a country to
gain the full benefits which can result from maritime

training.
Seafarers educated and trained today will have to be
able to operate ships of tomorrow with more technology

than today.

However,as stated earlier,

there is not and there will

not be any standard system which can suit any country,so

changes in maritime training
hoc.

should not be decided ad

A thorough planning has to take place and it has

to be a long term planning.

Amendmentsto maritime

training systems have to be governed by a certain conti

nuity.

Changeand continuity are - in the strictest

sense

of the words - incompatible,although they will have to
be combined for the development of a maritime training

system. Qualified teaching staff in maritime academies,
a competent and committed maritime administration

shipping companies aiming at long-term profits

and

would be

in the position to bring about the necessary change with

out affecting, shaking and endangering the continuity

and the stability

of a maritime training system. All three
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parties are necessary to fulfill

such task

Noneis suf

ficient on its own.

Examination & Certification

of Seafarers:

The standards of examinations for various grades of seafarers

(officers and key ratings) and their appropriate certification
in a country are intended to establish

and provide proof of the

competenceof the respective seafarers concerned for the levels
at which they have to perform duties/operate

on ships.

These

in turn constitute the first element which detennines the stan
dards of safety and efficienty
are operated.

at which the ships of the country

while the humanfactor as a whole is dominant in

the operation of a ship, the professional competence of the afore
said management/supervisory personnel would be predominant. In

view of the great importance attached to such examinations and

the certification of seafarers, all maritime countries have accepted
sameas a direct responsibility of their governments. It is
also the healthy practice to decide upon the standards and the
systems in consultation with the shipping industry, and the maritime

education authorities.

Nevertheless, the standards and systems

had varied considerably amongst the countries and there were no

international standards established until the year 1978. This
was indeed an anomalous situation,

a.

since:

shipping is the most international of industries,
and
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b.

the world maritime communityhad progressed quite far in

establishing international safety standards for ships
and their equipment.

The certification

requirements of the STCNwere set up by people

whohave an interest

in safety at sea:

safety of life and the

avoidance of injury to persons or to the marine environment.
They are of course the result of compromise to achieve consensus:
many would like to see them more demanding in nature,

while others

would no doubt wish to see them less onerous.

with this in mind, no one should look upon these requirements

as having been formulated upon any precise or scientific

basis,

although it is true to say that they are not unreasonable as a

first step towards the setting of minimuminternational

standards

of competency in sea-going ships.

However,as explained earlier,it

sive system of certification
requirements.

is better to have a comprehen

complyingwith these international

For this the STCNparameters of certification

are “the propulsion power“ for Engineers or the "gross registered
tonnage" for Deck Officers and the "Trading Area".

3.1

For the Deck Department:

The STCNrequirements

which are to be met by means of

examinations to establish competencyare applicable to
all masters and deck officers intending to serve in
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merchant ships. There are no exemptions from these require

ments except in respect to certain small ships of less
than 200 GRT, and then only as regards some of the require

ments if the administration concerned is satisfied that
the size of the ship and the conditions of its voyage
render full compliance unreasonable.

Somerelation

in

the depth and scope of knowledge required for certifica
tion is however allowable for service in ships engaged
upon near-coastal

voyages, the scope of which is

care

fully defined in the convention, and on which new defini

tions are coming soon, I believe.

3.2

For the Engine Department:

Manynational maritime administration have certificate
structures which take into account not only the propul

sion powerof ships but also the limitations of their
trading areas.

This is recognised by the STCWConvention

and so its regulations (III/2, III/3 and III/4) permit
somerelaxation of requirements for ships of "limited
power" which operate solely in a defined near-coastal
voyages area .

3.3

—:e:
Tankers Provisions:

Dueto the existence of manydifferent types of ships,

It maybe considered that a fairly simple structure of

certification is not sufficient for the intended purposes
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of safety at sea and prevention of marine pollution.
am pointing out here especially

I

the STCHresolutions

11 and 12) which deal with tanker

requirements.

(10,

It is

for the consideration of each administration whether or

not to insist on suitable endorsementsto the certificates

of its basic structure as statutory requirements for

sailing as certificated officers on the types of ships
concerned.

The intention

of the types of the STCNis to ensure that

officers and ratings whoare to have specific duties
related to the cargo and cargo equipment of tankers shall

have completed an appropriate period of ship-board service

or an approved familiarization

course.

Requirements are

more stringent for masters and senior officers.

The provi

sions are for oil tankers, chemical tankers and gas

tankers.
3.4

Proficiency in Survival Craft:
The STCNestablishes

requirements governing the issuing

of Certificates of Proficiency in survival craft.

These

include approved sea-going service of not less than 12
months, or 9 months if the candidate has attended an

approved training course.

There is provision for testing

"by examination or continuous assessment during an approved
training course".

An appendix lists

the minimumknowledge

required for the issue of certificate of proficiency.

3.5

Examinations:
Turning now to the examinations themselves

a study

of the syllabuses indicate the following methods of

assessment as appropriate for the issue of certificates
of competency under the STCNConvention:

-

written examination requiring essay-type answers.

-

written examinations using multiple-choice answer

techniques.

-

Oral/practical examination.
Either written or oral examination, or a combination

of both, at the discretion of the examiningauthority.
-

Modular courses of training with separate terminal

written/oral/practical

examinations to cover specific

areas of subject matter.

A typical examination syllabus may require two or more

of those different methods of assessment to achieve the

overall object of satisfactorily
of the individual.

testing the competence
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Manning of Ships:

The next element that influences the safe and efficient

operation

of a ship is its manningstructure.
The word “manning” used with reference

to a ship, means the com

position of her crew and therefore refers not only to the total
number of her crew but also to each number of persons possessing

particular

relevant skills.

in the shipping circles,

However, the expression commonlyused

is "minimumsafe manning" and it means

"the safe manning" that is achieved with the minimumnumber of
crew.

The "safe manning", in turn means the one that permits a ship to
sail on her intended voyages with no more than the normally

accepted degree of risk to herself,
other ships.

From this,

to those on board and to

we can ask why?'Hmquestion of what is

the minimumsafe manning for a particular

particular

type of ship on a

type of voyage is one that does not permit an answer

in absolute terms and cannot be agreed upon on an international

level.
The question above has generated high emotions and much controversy.

This is very understandable since the question involves employment

prospects, which are very muchthe concern of seafarer's

unions,

and involves crew costs, which are very much the concern of ship
owners.

Another factor of the controversy raised by the question of what is
safe minimummanning is that of international

competition in an
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economicclimate under which profitable

cargoes are desperately

sought.

The possibility

of placing ownedflag ships at an economic disad

vantage in competition with other flag ships is ta be taken into
consideration by any maritime administration,
of any international

and in the absence

agreement, the tendency is towards lower and

lower safety standards since safety costs money.
whendiscussions leading to the "International

Standards of Training, Certification

Convention on

and Natchkeeping for Seafarers,

1978" began, it was thought, by many of those concerned, that the
subject of safe minimummanning was inseparable

from the subjects

under consideration and that the Convention should therefore have
something to say on it.

For the reasons mentioned above, the subject was so controversial

and emotive that its inclusion into the deliberations would have
probably halted all progress towards what is generally regarded as
a useful document. Thus specific

manning requirements were not

omitted from the STCNby oversight but by conscious decision.
After the STCN,efforts

were made to reach agreements on scales

of minimumsafe manning for various types of ships on various types

of voyages, but, manynational practices were will established
and views tended to be rather entrenched so no progress was made and
not a single scale of minimumsafe manning was produced.

A fresh approach was needed and it came later

in the form of a

resolution which was accepted more with resignation

than with
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enthusiasm and referred

to as IMOResolution A 481 (XII).

IMOResolution A 481 (XII),

like any other IMOResolution,

is not

mandatory and so no party to the STCNConvention (or to any other

Convention) is compelled to adopt it.

It is expected, however,

that most Parties to IMOConventions will adopt it since there are
advantages in doing so.
The Resolution calls for MemberGovernments to take the necessary

steps to ensure that every sea-going ship to which the STCN

Convention applies carries

on board at all times a document issued

by the Administration specifying the minimumsafe manning required

for such a ship.
document should

It then goes on to specify what information that
contain and calls

on all Member Governments to

regard compliance with that document as evidence that
safely mannedwhen they are exercising
Resolution then recommendsthat,

manning for each such ship,

the ship is

Port State Control.

in establishing

administrations

The

the minimumsafe

should observe the

broad principles given later in the preamble, and also the guide
lines given in the annex to the Resolution.
It will be recalled that IMOdiscussions nearly foundered on the

question of manningscales and that their production, as interna
tional requirement, was abandoned on favour of specifying only the

principles and guidelines

of safe manning. This at least allowed

something to be internationally

agreed but left muchto the dis

cretion of individual administrations and, in particular, left it
to each administration

as to whether it would publish manning

scales for its ownflag ships.
H

owever. the following
may be of interest

.
.
whenever the subject
is

to be dealt with:

The manningstructure is divisible into two parts:
1.

Certificated

2.

Manning by other members of crew who need not hold certificates

Manning

of competency.

Certificated Manning:
This relates to the minimumcategories and numberof certificated

officers required to operate a ship safely and efficiently.

The

minimumstandards of competence to be attained by the Certificated
Officers have been spelt out in the STCNConvention and are further

amplified by the national Rules/Regulations concerned.
However, the STCNConvention does not spell out the certificated

manningstructure,

even though there are certificated

manning

implications in implementing the requirements of that Convention.

Manning by Other Members of Crew §Ratings)

This element is important to the country not only because of its

importance to safe and efficient operation of ships, but also
since it involves the vital matter of "employment"for the

nationals.
while on the one hand there is the need for trained seamen

(ratings),

on the other hand the manning pattern deserves to be

Such 35 t0 DF0Vide employment for the maximumpossible

number
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of such ratings.

Therefore. as regards the national ships,

technology related to automation and such labour-saving opera
tions needs to be chosen with caution, and manpower resources

should be utilised

to the maximumextent.

It is for this reason that a numberof countries tend to
promote the carriage of a larger numberof ratings in their
national ships, as compared to the numberof ratings in similar

ships of other countries.

Thus, while the "quality" of the

ratings needs to be ensured through proper training of the ratings,
the "size" of the crew on a ship of a country would have to be

influenced by its national policy regarding the scale of employ

ment required for its seamen (ratings).

In this context it has

to be appreciated that in the operation of its merchant fleet, a
governmenthas responsibilities

and interests

beyond "safety" and

"protection" of the marine environment.

Future Trends in Ship Manning Structure:

The trend is towards the ships with integrated crews.

This will

be accepted as normal by both ratings as well as officers

on Euro

pean and Japanese ships around the year 2000.

It will be a slow and gradual process because only new-buildings

will be technically fitted-out with the necessary automation equip
ment. For nearly all of the ships existing today it will be too
expensive to be modernized so as to make them suitable

and integrated crews.

for smaller
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It is expected that Japanese ships eventually will have crew
complementof 10 to 12 whilst the Europeans are still

experi

menting with crews numbering 17 to 18 persons.

For the purpose of future manning of ships, all previous con
cepts will be discarded or modified.

Manning levels in these new

types of ships will be based on:
1.

The levels of onboard equipment and level of automation.

2.

A newsystem of job classification

fornarhers

to gain full

advantages of the previous criteria.
There is no doubt that merchant marine officers

sailing aboard

state-of-the-art vessels of the 1990's will be drastically dif
ferent than the typical merchant marine officer whomanned the

ships of the 1960 and the 1970's.

whereas, the state-of-the-art

vessels of the 1960's, with their limited automation, had crews
of approximately 35 and those of the 1970's, with unattended

engine rooms, had crews of approximately 25, the state-of-art
vessels of the 1990's will most likely have crews of 10 or less.
The problem is further compoundedby the probable complete eli

mination of certain shipboard technical billets

such as that of

the radio officer.
All the newprojects under consideration suggest a further improve
ment by reducing the number of bridge personnel.

A one officer

workstation is designed, where the officer is placed in the role of
supervisor of automated bridge functions.

C

CONCLUSIONS
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while at the University for the two year
and Training,

course in Maritime Education

I have learned much from examining what is happening

in other countries.
It appeared to me, that in many ways, improvement can be performed
in the system implemented in my own country.

by the adoption of some

features existing in other systems.
However, that is not to say that I will try to recommendsystems or

parts of systems which are operating well in some other countries

without first considering their relevance to the national education,
social and economical conditions.
The Academy, the Maritime Administration

and the Shipping Companies

all together being government establishment present the advantage
of looking after the best output on the national level and agreements

can be reached easier because no conflict of interests

1.

is involved.

Recommendations on the Maritime Education & Training

System:

Contributions to maritime education and training can be made
from all parties

involved, provided they would develop and keep

an interest in maritime education and training on the basis of
a long-term planning.

a.

Comanies'Contributions:

Shipboard Experience and Job Satisfaction

The companies would, as before. have to accept responsibilities
and

take

over costs for shipboard training.

This could be

increased in duration if a combination of shipboard qualifications
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is aimed at.

The individual's capabilities

in the performance of ship

board experience may be costly to provide for.

It is mainly a result of provisions made by shipping compa

nies whether job satisfaction

is created or not. working

conditions on board, planned leave periods and punctual

replacements in foreign ports contribute to job satisfac
tion as do other measures whichdevelop an identification

the employer. Such identification

with

can be supported by job

rotation schemes for shipboard officers

who have been educated

and trained for ship shore-employment.

The work in the com

pany office ashore in planned intervals

produces a shipboard

officer who can be of benefit for a companyby increased

qualification and loyalty.
Contribution from The Maritime Administration:

Safety and

Pollution Prevention Standards
The maritime administration (Ministry of Transport, Maritime

Division) has to ensure that safety and marine pollution pre
vention standards are met as specified by national law that
takes into account international

(IMO)conventions.

This task

includes the specifying and prescribing of the parts of mari

time education and training syllabi, which are related to mari
time safety and marine pollution prevention and requires a

direct or indirect involvement into examinations.

In this connection the last article of the Legislation

Act

creating the Academywhich expressly states:

of studies at the Naval Academyare laid

"the programmes

out by a joint

resolution of the Defence and Higher Education Ministers"

shows that the maritime administration which is responsible

for enforcing international standards related to safety and
marine pollution is left out and cannot influence the prog
rammesof studies.

One can argue that their influence can come through the
technical committee set up by the Article

3 of the same Act

and where they are represented, but still

this committee is

an advisory body and thus has no enforcing power.

Consequently my suggestion would be an adjustment of the Act

to include the maritime administration as an enforcing agency
at the Academy.

Contributions

from the Academy:

It is the primary task of the maritime academy to educate and

train students for shipboard purposes.

However,there are

two developments from which the need for a broader approach

to maritime education and training can be deduced.

Firstly,

it can be expected that newrequirements for ship

board training will emerge from future ship and cargo opera

tions.

This will result in a continued need for theoretical

studies and shipboard experience.

have to provide for the theoretical

The Maritime Academywill

part but it may - at the
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same time - have to educate and train students more thanitlustp
to now for an adaptation

to future change.

Howto study, how

to manage and how to cope with new requirements

‘howto‘-subjects

and other

will have to be enlarged.

Understanding the purpose and the concept of an activity

well as its interrelationship

more to

as

with its environment will help much

develop capabilities for transfer of training

than an abundance of unstructured details would cater to.
Secondly, the need for professional mobility in the maritime
labour market will have to be responded to by the maritime

education and training system.

Subjects will have to be introduced or enlarged in the syllabi

for ships officers which are of use aboard and ashore,
personnel managementand computer science.

e.g.

The unsatisfactory

employmentsituation mayalso result in the appreciation of
the need for a ship-shore bivalence.

The content of the training courses must reflect the skills which
industry and commerceexpect wiH belrnded, and regulations

require.

A system of regular updating would minimise the uncertainty

of

prediction. The Education Courses must provide the knowledge neces

sary for the intelligent application of skills and for easy
acquisition of new ones.

Education thus has a heavier responsibility

ability amongindividuals and flexibility

for promoting adapt

in their attitudes than
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training which tends in the opposite direction.
The joint aims must be to produce competence for today and capability
for tomorrow.

To produce a new type of seafarer

who will match the requirements

of the ships of the future, the philosophy of working together as
a team must be introduced at the start of education and of training.
The essential

elements in such programmes would be in three phases:

Selection:
Must include assessment of mental and psy hological suitability

in

addition to physical health and technical ability.

CommonTrunk Studies

(4 years at the Academy):

The maximumcommoncore material

related

concepts must be used, with specialist

to ship operational

activities

team

limited to as few

areas as possible.

Third Cycle/Advanced Studies:
Commoncore material

more related

to ship management team concepts

would be involved, with more advanced specialist

The use of simulators in training

studies as necessary.

programmes is a very useful and

helpful exercise and I believe there are still

manyunrecognized

or unappreciated uses to which they can be put.
HOWEVET.
I am of the opinion that they, as indeed any other training

device. cannot and do not remove the essential

593 90ing experience of an officer's

career.

need for practical

Sea Training:
The sea training

component is an important aspect of the programme

related to the watchkeeping certificate,
The sea training

deck and engineering.

component should be seen as an extension of the

programmeof the land-based training.

For this reason, it is impor

tant that there is effective and close cooperation and coordination
between the personnel aboard and the Naval Academy.

As ships may be subject to quick turn rounds in ports and quick

changes in their crew, this tends to maketraining activities
somewhatdifficult

and possibly fragmented, and means that "on

the job" training will have manyproblems and difficulties

aboard

ship.

It is crucial therefore that a properly structured and organized
programmeof activities

is followed, in order that this period of

"hands on" experience aboard ship can be fruitful

and effective.

Models. related to sea training should be developed to offer guidance

in this important and vital area.
It shall cover the practices and procedures of watchkeeping and the
operation of ships and machinery, through a number of supervised

activities.

Eachactivity must be validated by a senior officer

that it has been successfully and properly carried out.
Since the fleet is relatively

limited to a small number the model

can be based on the ship the student is on.

The Naval Academyin cooperation with the ships officers,

may insti
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such as personal reports from the

trainee. to supplement and reinforce the activities

in the model

programme.

Implementation of Certain Specializgg_Courses:

As explained earlier,

beyond the Basic Training Courses, there is

also a requirement for short specialist

or updating courses. Some

of these are in either an integrated or separated form.
However, it can be taken for granted that new needs for qualifi

cation and training in shipping will arise. Therefore, it should
be kept in mind that some of the courses should have a temporary

existence before being integrated into the general course for

certificates.
Fromthe analysis of the fleet,

it appears that a large number of

chemical tankers is found.so an urgent need to set up this chemical

tanker course rises.

For the sake of global standard of the

courses, and for efficiency considerations, we should gain profit
from the model courses available to us in many countries.
The course should

be guided by regulation

V/2 and resolution

11 of

the STCNConvention.

The two courses which also need to be made available
fighting course which is supported by resolution

are the fire

A 437 (XI) and

the proficiency in survival craft which content shall be drawn out
from Regulation V1/1 and Resolution

19 of the STCWConvention.
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The content of these specialist

courses is furthermore decided

with the maritime administration as to suit its requirements.

Certification of Seafarers:
It is worth to emphasize once more that in no way the STCHdefines

a structure of certificates,

the

STCW
Convention does not have

prescribed structure of certificate grades. or classes.
each administration to decide for itself,

That is for

within the broad require

ments of the convention.
A commonmistake that we should avoid is to confuse certificate

grades with training courses and assume that we need a different

course and examination syllabus for each grade or certificate.

a clear distinction
and the certificate

between the certificate

Thus

given by the Academy

of competency given by the Maritime Administra

tion after having fullfilled

the requirements of sea service and

others must be made.

The Maritime Administration needs to evolve a suitable certificate
structure

which would both conform to the requirements of the STCH

Convention and suit also the national requirements.
It

is necessary to prochce a systen of eqlivalence, wherebycertificates

previously provided and those produced later meet each other.

of coipetency

It is

important to define as precisely as possible the trading areas (by
longitude and

latitude on a suitable map):

-

Coastal trade area

-

Hometrade area

-95
-

Foreign trade area as any location not within the homeor

coastal trade areas.
The Maritime Administration nﬁns also to administer the certifi

cate structure for small ships to be operated by certificated
officers and those in near coastal voyages. accordingly it has to
make special arrangement for ships:

-

Under 200 GRT. or

-

Under 700 KM, or

-

Engaged in near coastal voyages.

Finally the ﬁaritime Administration should provide all seafarers
with a certificate

that suits the systemadoptedand vhich is in conformity

with the model recognised internationally

and given in the STCW

Convention.

Manning of Ships:

There is a need for publication of a general manning prescription

in someform to provide, fﬁst.information
operation.

to prescribe ship

This has to be complementedby flexible

machinery to

determine detailed special cases.
while promoting the cause of increased manning, every endeavour'shoﬂd be
madeto ensure that:

a.

The crew wages are realistic

and related to the cost of living

and expected standards of living of seamen concerned in the
home country.

and

b.

The total

crew costs per ship are such as to make the opera

tion of the ship viable and able to

withstand international

competition.

In this endeavour, it is natural that external pressures are
experienced and have to be dealt with on the basis of national

interests and reasonable international views.

Deck manning and machinery space manning should be assessed

rately and with reference to different parameters.

sepa

This can

usually be done quite easily since parameters considered relevant
to deck manning are usually not considered relevant to machinery
space manning and vice versa.

Cooperation is necessary, however,

in such assessments if they are carried out by different
especially

men 

where a ship is to have a crew in which some men have

both deck and machinery space duties.

Conclusion:

The international

obligations are manyand varied in respect to Maritime

Lawand Conventions.

It is difficult

they can be met,

however, the concepts highlighted are best inter

to draw any conclusion as to how

preted by the Maritime Authorities to ensure that international

standards

and the national requirements are both met.

Maritime education and training is influenced to a great extent by
economic and social factors.

play an important role.

The Maritime Authorities

also

If international obligations are to be met

then due consideration dxuld be given to some parameters outlined in

this project.
The examination and certification

of seafarers play an important role

in ship's operation, safety and pollution prevention.
be carried out effectively,support
Maritime Authorities.

If these are to

and assistance are needed from the

This will enhance compliance with international

standards.

In conclusion I add that when a system has been organized and developed

over manyyears, there is always a resistance to changes,particularly
if such changes are sudden and dramatic.

There is no doubt that a

gradual approach to change would achieve a wider approval and support
than a sudden one.
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